
How Shop Aurea is handling 
COVID-19

If your wedding has been, or is planning to be postponed, we can design an announcement for you 
that matches your wedding stationery. This can be in the form of a digital announcement posted 
to your wedding website or emailed to your guests. This option is free of charge and can be done in 
place of reprinting invitations, OR can be done while plans for new invitations are being produced. 
Consider it a second Save The Date!

Reprints
If you have already sent out invitations for your original wedding date and are considering reprinting 
your invitations, Shop Aurea will not charge a second design fee to redo your invitations. Paper, 
printing, assembly, and any other supply costs will still apply.

Moving forward with production on your invitations for your fall or winter wedding. 
Here are a couple options we highly suggest taking into consideration:

1. Add a “Plan B” insert card. This can be a small card to simply prepare your guests for a possible 
change of plans as the pandemic situation is very unclear and ever-changing. We have verbiage in 
place to better assist you in this option.

2. Pare down your guest list (drastically) so you can still keep your original plans. If all of your 
original guests received a Save the Date, then they are expecting a Formal Invitation. Instead of not 
sending anything at all, you can still be considerate enough to mail them a formal “change of plans”. 
We also have the best and most sincere verbiage that still reads like a formal wedding invitation. 
This option formally lets them know that COVID-19 has caused your plans to change and you can 
no longer have the big wedding you had in place, and you are now only celebrating with immediate 
family and the wedding party. This option does not leave any guests wondering if the wedding is 
canceled, postponed, or if they are still invited. Order the original amount of invitations you had 
plans for, just change the wording for X amount of guests that can no longer attend the wedding in 
person. We can also include information for attending the wedding “virtually”.


